Aunt Lee's Pets
By Susan Manzke

Some people have cats as pets. Others have dogs. Aunt Lee is not like those people. Her two pets are chickens. Both are girl birds, or hens. One is named Lulu and the other is Molly.

Lulu and Molly live in a coop in Aunt Lee's backyard. They eat special chicken food bought at the feed store. When the hens are outside, they love to eat bugs they catch in the yard. Lulu and Molly even like to eat worms they pull out of the ground.

Aunt Lee’s pets give her eggs to eat. Dogs and cats do not do that. Lulu and Molly are special pets.
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1. What are girl chickens called?

______________________________________________

3. What do Aunt Lee's chickens eat?

What do Aunt Lee's chickens eat?

4. Where do Aunt Lee's chickens live?

________________________________________________________________________
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In the story, Aunt Lee has pet chickens.
Would you want to have chickens as pets?
Why or why not?
1. What are girl chickens called?

2. What are the names of Aunt Lee's two chickens?
   Lulu and Molly

3. Complete the web.
   What do Aunt Lee's chickens eat?
   Chicken, worms, food, bugs

4. Where do Aunt Lee's chickens live?
   In a coop. Also accept: In the backyard.